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The Enterpack
Heat Sealing System
Enterpack is a fully automatic food packaging system
designed to revolutionise the takeaway, fresh food,
food service and ready meal market.
The most convenient food sealing system available, Enterpack
is leak-proof, very easy to use and comes with a large range
of trays and film. Food is simply placed into a tray, put into the
machine and Enterpack does the rest. Whether you own a local
café or a commercial kitchen, the speed and professional finish
of Enterpack will impress both businesses and consumers alike.
Well established throughout Europe and Asia, Enterpack is now
in Australia to respond to the growing demand for fast, fresh and
tasty take-home food.

• Easy to use and fully automatic
• Durable design
• Perfect seals every time for leak-proof packs
• Quick and simple tray size changeover
• Hygienic and easy to clean
• Huge range of tray sizes
• Cost-effective
• 12 month warranty
• Local service and backup

Enterpack
means leak-proof
Take-Aways

Ready Meals
& Take-Away Market
Enterpack’s heat sealing system ensures that your
packs are totally leak-proof. No longer do you have
to double wrap your take-out meals and gone are
those complaints of spilt curry on the trip home.
Enterpack’s perfect seals every time put an
end to that.

• Leak-proof packs
• Easypeel lidding or lock seal
• Unique ventilation device for
hot meals
• Tamper evident

Your customers can be assured that no one has tampered with
the food since it was packed in your kitchen using the Enterpack
system.

• Freezable and microwaveable

You can pack hot and cold food with confidence, as Entervessel
PP trays are suitable for freezing and reheating, from -40oC to
+125oC. From frozen ice cream to piping
hot curries – Entervessel PP trays can take the lot.

• Lids available for reclosing

Carrying home Take-aways is a breeze with the Enterpack
system. Entervessel trays are stackable and separate lids are
available to reclose for storage of leftovers.
Lidding films can also be printed for that extra
professional touch.

• Stackable

• Anti-fog films available
• Printed film available for your
company logo

Fresh means Fresh
with Enterpack

Fresh Food,
Retail and Butchers
Do your customers turn away from your display
of pre-packaged foods because they don't look
FRESH? Enterpack can change that.
The Enterpack system can offer you an opportunity to truly show
that your food is fresh. Your customers can choose the item
they want and you pack it into a leak-proof pack right in front of
them.Your customer can see it wasn't packed a month prior in a
factory. Now there is no question when you say fresh, it really is
FRESH.
No fumbling around looking for the right lid for the tray you have
just filled either. You just place the filled tray in the machine and
Enterpack does the rest, presenting you with a perfectly sealed,
leak-proof pack in seconds. Simple!
Enterpack gives you the option of peelable or lock seal lidding.
Anti-fog is also available.
Enterpack sealed packs also give you peace of mind,
knowing that when the pack is presented at the register,
it will have exactly the same weight as when it was packed. Your
customer also has peace of mind knowing that the finished pack
is totally tamper evident.
Each heater set is able to pack off several Entervessel trays
without changing. Entervessel trays come in several depths
allowing you to pack off different size packs without changing the
heater set. Not that it’s a problem anyway. Heater sets
can be changed in 30 seconds!

• Fast pack off at point of sale
• Foods can truly be called fresh
• Huge range of trays
• Peelable or lock seal
• Antifog available 		
Company details on film
• Leak-proof packs
• Tamper evidence
• Frozen to Microwave
• Simple to use
• Multiple tray depths without
heater change

Convenience,
instant sales and
reduced labour is
what you get when
you have Enterpack
working in your Deli

Sandwiches,
Salads & Delis
Stock your shelves with eye-catching sandwiches
in cardboard, completely sealed for instant sales.
Pre-made sandwiches will walk off the shelves
in Enterpack card board wedges.
Enterpack Sandwich sealing machine can pack off up to
600 sandwiches per hour so your shelves will always be ready
for the lunchtime onslaught. Reduce labour costs by preparing
sandwiches ahead of time and use your staff more effectively
during peak time.

• Instant sale, eye-catching
displays
• Fast and easy shelf
replenishment
• Tamper evident
• Give your sandwiches that
professional appearance
• Packs for instant serving
or take-home convenience

Pre-packaged sandwiches offer convenience to you and your
customers by offering them a quick appetising lunch solution.
Your Enterpack machine can also be used to pack off deli items
in eye-catching, leak proof packs for instant consumption or take
home portions. No need to worry, Enterpack produces completely
leak proof packs – no customer complaints from spilt soup or
leaking olives!

• Repacking for overnight storage

Packs are tamper evident so you have confidence when you
place them on the shelves. Enterpack can also pack off left overs
for overnight storage without drying out in the refrigerator. Deli
managers will delight in the convenience of preparation, labour
savings, quick sales and reduced wastage.

• Huge range of trays for small and
large items

• Reduced in house wastage
• Stops drying out in refrigerator
• No more tedious overwrapping

• Leak-proof seals
• Peelable and lock seal

Safe food,
tidy refrigerator
and less labour
is what Enterpack
brings to your
commercial kitchen

Commercial
Kitchens
Food safety, cross contamination, unmanageable
refrigerator storage. Sound familiar?
Enterpack can help.
Enterpack offers a large range of commercial sized containers for
packing and storage of foodstuffs from the kitchen.

• Save labour
• Reduce cleanups
• Pack off several days
production ahead of time

Being completely sealed, there is no chance for cross
contamination and the packs can be easily labelled, dated
and stacked. No more refrigerator nightmares!

• Avoid cross contamination

Increase your batch sizes so your product changeovers are less
frequent, reducing the number of cleanups and freeing
up you and your staff.

• Stackable

The Enterpack 350BL can pack off 4 kg in just seconds with no
mess and no leaking packs. Just peace of mind, a tidy kitchen
and more time to do the important things.

• Totally sealed packs

• Easy to date and identify
in refrigerator

The Enterpack Machine
All-in-one system

Adaptable to your business

The machine is a complete system
containing the operating mechanism, heater
set and Enterclear top sealing film. This
means that it's not only simple to use but
also totally hygienic. The Enterclear film is
contained in its own box above the machine
so there is no risk of contamination. Once
activated, heat is applied only to the seal
surface (not the food) so it won't affect the
contents
of the tray.

Our variety of trays and films give your business
greater flexibility in food preparation, storage and
presentation. Entervessel polypropylene trays
can be frozen, refrigerated and microwaved.
They are completely food safe and can be
reused and recycled. The Enterpack machine
gives you the option of venting for hot foods or
hermetic seals for leak-proof packs, its up to
you.

Clever efficient design
Enterpack is economical and efficient.
Because the machine is totally self contained,
there is no requirement for compressed air,
3 phase power or other expensive services.
The Enterpack machine plugs into a regular
3 pin outlet. The design is so clever you may
only require one heater set to cover a full range
of trays for your business.

Fast start up
Enterpack is fast. When you turn it on, it's ready
to use in under a minute. And, if you need to
change to a different heater set,
it can be done in 30 seconds!

High output
The machine can seal up to 500 packs
per hour with a single operator.

Safe
All hot components are contained inside the
machine away from the operator. Enterpack has
built-in safety features to ensure safe operation
for your staff and operators. The front of the
machine has microswitches to stop the drawer
from closing if anything gets in the way when
closing.

Easy clean
Great back-up service
Enterline understand that purchasing an
Enterpack system is a long-term investment.
Enterline offer a full back-up service and
repair and each Enterpack purchase comes
with a 12 month parts and labour warranty
for peace of mind.

Outside surfaces of the Enterpack machine are
powder coated metal and plastic which wipe
clean with a damp cloth. Any spillage in the
drawer can be cleaned off by removing the tray
holder and washing in soapy water. The tray
holder can be removed in 5 seconds.
Cleanup couldn't be easier.

How it works
The automatic design means that you don’t have to
learn to program the machine to activate Enterpack.
Once the system has been turned on the machine
takes about two minutes to warm up. It's then
ready to operate – simply place a filled tray onto the
pressure plate and watch Enterpack activate and
start the heat sealing process.
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Machine turned on and
ready to operate

4

The tray is being sealed
and film trimmed

2

Place tray on
pressure plate

3

Machine self activates
and drawer closes
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Drawer opens and tray
is raised ready to be
removed by operator
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Perfectly sealed tray

Film & Heater Sets
Film
Enterclear film is the perfect lidding material for Entervessel
polypropylene trays. Like Entervessel trays, it's made by the
same people so you can always rely on it. Enterclear film comes
in it's own food-grade box and fits straight onto the top of the
enter pack machine. This keeps the film hygienically clean and
ready for use. Enterclear peelable films seal perfectly to the
Entervessel trays and peel with ease. Enterclear film is also
available in lock seal for extremely robust packs.
Anti-fog is also available.
Enterclear film can also be printed
with eye-catching graphics for
instant recognition on the
store shelf.

Heater Sets
Heater sets (sometimes referred to as tooling) are available exstock to fit any Entervessel tray. Each heater set is able to seal
a range of Entervessel trays without changing – not that this is a
problem, changing a heater set takes just 30 seconds!
So when selecting a range of trays for your application,
it is often possible to seal all your trays with one heater set.
That really is clever design!

Specifications

EHQ-200

EHQ-350

EHQ-350BL

EHQ-200

EHQ-350

EHQ-350BL

Width

304mm

460mm

460mm

Depth (door closed)

354mm

354mm

394mm

Depth (door open, max)

594mm

654mm

654mm

Height (without film)

410mm

410mm

410mm

Height (with film)

540mm

540mm

540mm

Weight

17kg

19kg

20kg

Voltage

304mm

Power consumption max

570w

750w

850w

Film width max

160mm

310mm

310mm

Tray size max

120x180mm

230x190mm

300x230mm

Speed (cycles per minute)

8-12

8-10

6-8

Warranty

12 months

12 months

12 months

Installation*

304mm

220-240V
/ 50-60Hz
460mm

Simply plug
in and go
460mm

460mm

460mm

